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1 General Information

Title of Meeting: Second Group Meeting
Meeting Called By: Mike Buchanon
Date, Time, and Place: 01/30/2002, 4:30pm, 500 Computer Center
Type of Meeting: informal
Present Participants: buchanon, daoud, iliev, dennig
Meeting Facilitator: buchanon
Meeting Recorder: daoud

2 Summary

A very productive meeting. We assigned roles, created tentative UML Class and Use-Case models, and talked about the functionality of the prototype which lead to several questions for the customer.

2.1 Accomplishments

1. Role assignments, see web pages for details
2. Demo of web pages and CVS by buchanon
3. Prepared a list of questions for the client
4. Rough draft of Class Model
5. Initial prototype discussion

2.2 Problems and Setbacks

2.3 Action Items

1. Research other auction sites and gather information (daoud, dennig)
2. Layout Class/Use-Case Models in Dome (iliev)
3. Send email documenting how to use CVS (buchanon)
4. Continued website improvements (buchanon)

5. Contact Customer with questions (dennig)

6. Contact Instruction with class related questions (dennig)